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Clean, wholesome and American?

Gap's suppliers are supposed to adhere to one of the most rigorous codes of conduct in the industry. Their workers must be aged at least 14. They must comply ... 
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Clean, wholesome and American? Nov 1st 2007 From The Economist print edition



A storm over the use of child labour clouds Gap's pristine image REPORTS of the use of child labour in India could hardly have come at a worse time for Gap, one of America's biggest fashion retailers. Glenn Murphy, the chief executive, has been in his job for only a few months. Sales in September were 7% lower than a year before. And the outlook for the end-of-year shopping season is gloomy. According to a report released on October 30th by the Conference Board, a market-research firm, American consumer confidence fell for the third month in a row in October. Gap reacted swiftly when evidence appeared in the Observer, a British newspaper, that an unauthorised subcontractor had used child workers to make blouses for GapKids at a factory in Delhi. On October 28th Gap said that as soon as it became aware of the practices it cancelled the order, barred sales of the blouses and called for an urgent meeting with local suppliers. “We strictly prohibit the use of child labour,” said Marka Hansen, head of Gap North America. Since the beginning of the decade Gap has tried hard to be American retailing's ethical model. In January 2006 it was one of several big companies that teamed up with Bono, an activist rock star, to launch Product Red, a new global brand, a portion of the profits from which go towards fighting AIDS in Africa. Gap's suppliers are supposed to adhere to one of the most rigorous codes of conduct in the industry. Their workers must be aged at least 14. They must comply with all childlabour laws on hiring, working hours, overtime and working conditions. Last year Gap stopped doing business with 23 factories that did not meet its standards. Even so, policing contractors and subcontractors in faraway places is not easy. A big proportion of the company's clothes are made in India, which has become the world's capital of child labour. Of the estimated 218m labourers worldwide who are younger than 14, some 40m-50m are in India, according to the International Labour Organisation (ILO), a United Nations agency, and they account for around 20% of the country's GDP. Gap says it employs 90 people across the globe to supervise compliance with its rules. But Geir Myrstad, head of the ILO's programme to eliminate child labour, does not buy the argument that monitoring is difficult. If companies are capable of supervising the quality of their products, they should also be able to police their production, he suggests. The ILO is negotiating with the Indian government about carrying out a child-labour survey in the next couple of years.



But the government is reluctant to draw attention to the problem. India's commerce minister, Kamal Nath, suggested this week that scare stories about child labour were being used to justify protectionism. Gap is keen to limit the damage of the revelations in India quickly, with the help of a new policy on violations of its child-labour rules. Rather than simply cutting off factories employing children, Gap imposes an enlightened form of punishment: it requires suppliers to stop using child workers and to provide them with schooling instead, while continuing to pay them regularly and guaranteeing them a job once they reach the legal age. But how much financial damage will the revelations cause? Howard Davidowitz, a retail consultant, thinks that consumers ignore retailers' ethical credentials. “They want the right look at the right time at the right price,” he says. In his view Gap's main problem is that its products no longer appeal to consumers. Paul Lejuez, a retail analyst at Credit Suisse, predicts that the childlabour allegations will not hurt Gap's image. The group is standing out as a retailer that acts quickly to combat violations of its code of conduct, he says. Mr Lejuez is also optimistic about Mr Murphy's efforts to turn the company around. But analysts and economists agree that retailers face a difficult few months because of America's tumbling housing market, rising food and fuel prices, and fears of recession. “Everything is working against the consumer,” says Mr Lejuez. And not much is going right for Gap.
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Rare Earths and Clean Energy - Ifri 

27 avr. 2010 - CHINA'S RARE EARTH STRATEGY, POLICY AND PRACTICE. ..... groups of light and heavy rare earths based on their atomic number, with.
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Clean & Charge 

Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) products are being used or where oxygen is being administered. 8. Always attach plug to appliance first, ...
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CLEAN THREADS 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. CLEAN. THREADS. BY JAY FORTNER, EAA 1018145. THESE ARE THREAD CLEANERS that I've made to clean debris out of ...
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LES DIEUX ONT UN MESSAGE. AMERICAN. PAR AVA MERGY. Adaptation fidÃ¨le du roman phare de Neil Gaiman, la sÃ©rie Ã©pico-mystique de Starz prÃªche en terre fer- tile et millÃ©naire longtemps explorÃ©e par les auteurs de fantasy et de SF, obsÃ©dÃ©s par l
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Clean Dry - Toto USA 

Enregistrement du garantie et renseignements. .... Raccordement direct Ã  la source d'alimentation. Environ 0.6 W ... complet dans l'ouverture d'insertion avec les paumes vers le bas. 2. ..... prolongÃ©e que pour le seul ACHETEUR D`ORIGINE de l`appar
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CFP07 - Clean Sky 

22 sept. 2017 - Development of a full size automated plant system for fuselage .... Prototype Tooling for manufacturing composite stiffened panel for a business jet lower ...... The applicant shall have the capacity of coordination and support ...
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Liasse fiscale AUTO CLEAN 

184. * Des explications concernant cette rubrique figurent dans la notice nÂ° 2033-NoT-SD. AUTO CLEAN. 8 3 3 4 2 0 5 8 1. 13530 TRETS. 31 12 201 8. 1 2. 0 0.
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Liasse fiscale CLEAN WASHING 

CLEAN WASHING. 7 9 7 7 9 7 1 3 1. 37500 CHINON. 1 2. 1 2 ... Emprunts et dettes auprÃ¨s des Ã©tablissements de crÃ©dit (5). DU. Emprunts et dettes financiÃ¨res ...
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CFP07 - Clean Sky 

22 sept. 2017 - Development and validation of a Powder HIP route for the manufacture ...... CFP07 Call Text (preliminary version) [PP1] â€“ September 2017. 148.
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The Clean Microscope 

Other glass surfaces in the light path e.g. bulbs of halogen- or high pressure lights, .... Remove all water-soluble dirt with distilled water. If this is unsuccessful ...
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clean dry - Toto USA 

GarantÃa. 17âˆ¼19. â—‹ Thank you for your recent purchase of the TOTO product. ... If you have questions regarding warranty policyor coverage, please contact TOTO U.S.A. Inc., Customer Service Department, 1155 SouthernRoad,. Morrow, GA ... Users may
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mental health and world citizenship - American Deception 

It is to these differences and the time order oftheir imposition that we have to look for understanding of the most striking characteristics of the various ways of life ...
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Regulation, Competition, and Liberalization - American Economic 

Estache, Jerry Hausman, Mark Jamison, Paul Joskow,. Mircea Marcu, John McMillan, Paul Sotkiewicz, John. Vickers, Catherine Waddams, Helen Weeds, and ...
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mirrored images american anthropology and culture 

PDF, include : Modern Athens, Monumens De La Litterature Romane Publies Sous Les Auspices De. Lacademie Des Jeux Floraux, and many other ebooks.
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mental health and world citizenship - American Deception 

those for minimum food, shelter and clothing, and reasonable freedom from epidemics have been secured. These are indispensable prerequisites, and must be taken for granted in what follows . Mental health principles should, nevertheless, be fully take
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mental health and world citizenship - American Deception 

There is a growing belief that peace requires a world-wide foundation, and that whether ...... through press and radio, manoeuvring among diplomats, bartering and ..... those for minimum food, shelter and clothing, and reasonable freedom.
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SumaÂ® Clean RF P6 

Manipulation facile, avec emballage mains libres. â€¢ Fournit un pouvoir dÃ©tergent supÃ©rieur Ã  un faible coÃ»t d'usage. â€¢ Agit mÃªme dans les conditions les plus ...
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SumaÂ® Clean RF P6 

2016 Sealed Air Corporation. Tous droits rÃ©servÃ©s. PSS90345F (16/195). Rappel de sÃ©curitÃ©. Veuillez vous assurer que vos employÃ©s lisent et comprennent ...
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Clean Dry - Toto USA 

Utilisez des matÃ©riaux rÃ©sistant Ã  l'eau pour la construction des murs ou du plancher Ã  proximitÃ© car de petites gouttelettes d'eau peuvent Ãªtre projetÃ©es si l'utilisateur ..... peut Ãªtre prolongÃ©e que pour le seul ACHETEUR D`ORIGINE de l`ap
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MSDS - Clean It Supply 

Minimal fire hazard. Large quantities may cause risk of dust explosion. Flash Point (Method Used): Not applicable. Flammable Limits. Lower Explosive Limit: Not .... Point de fusion/congÃ©lation : Non disponible. Point d'Ã©bullition : Non disponible. 
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LES DIEUX ONT UN MESSAGE. AMERICAN. PAR AVA MERGY. Adaptation fidÃ¨le du roman phare de Neil Gaiman, la sÃ©rie Ã©pico-mystique de Starz prÃªche en terre fer- tile et millÃ©naire longtemps explorÃ©e par les auteurs de fantasy et de SF, obsÃ©dÃ©s par l
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American ResumÃ© 

check language/spelling/punctuation check US/GB English spelling/vocabulary. Make your CV easy to read/accessible. â€¢ avoid long bodies of text â€“use bullets.
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risk assessment for humans cleaning the oil spillage and clean 

Mar 8, 2000 - from distillation residues from refinery processing. ... Some general physical-chemical parameters of fuel oil #6 are summarised in Table 1.
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A New Contactless Conveyor System for Handling Clean and Delicate 

Many industries require contactless transport and posi- tioning of delicate or ... Both magnetic and electric levitation are restricted to conductive materials and.
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